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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers is integrating a new Opportunity engagement system with Salesforce. According to their Master
Data Management strategy, Salesforce is the system of record for Account, Contact, and Opportunity dat 

A. However, there does seem to be valuable Opportunity data in the new system that potentially conflicts with what is
stored in Salesforce. What is the recommended course of action to appropriately integrate this new system? 

B. The MDM strategy defines Salesforce as the system of record, so Salesforce Opportunity values prevail in all
conflicts. 

C. A policy should be adopted so that the system whose record was most recently updated should prevail in conflicts. 

D. The Opportunity engagement system should become the system of record for Opportunity records. 

E. Stakeholders should be brought together to discuss the appropriate data strategy moving forward. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers needs to load a large volume of leads into Salesforce on a weekly basis. During this process the
validation rules are disabled. 

What should a data architect recommend to ensure data quality is maintained in Salesforce? 

A. Activate validation rules once the leads are loaded into salesforce to maintain quality. 

B. Allow validation rules to be activated during the load of leads into salesforce. 

C. Develop custom APEX batch process to improve quality once the load is completed. 

D. Ensure the lead data is preprocessed for quality before loading into salesforce. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers wants to develop a dashboard in Salesforce that will allow Sales Managers to do data exploration
using their mobile device (i.e., drill down into sales-related data) and have the possibility of adding ad-hoc filters while
on the move. What is a recommended solution for building data exploration dashboards in Salesforce? 

A. Create a Dashboard in an external reporting tool, export data to the tool, and add link to the dashboard in
Salesforce. 

B. Create a Dashboard in an external reporting tool, export data to the tool, and embed the dashboard in Salesforce
using the Canval toolkit. 

C. Create a standard Salesforce Dashboard and connect it to reports with the appropriate filters. 
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D. Create a Dashboard using Analytics Cloud that will allow the user to create ad-hoc lenses and drill down. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) has a variety of systems across its technology landscape, including Salesforce, legacy
enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications, and homegrown CRM tools. UC has decided that they would like to
consolidate all customer, opportunity, and order data into Salesforce as part of its master data management strategy. 

What are the three key steps that a data architect should take when merging data from multiple systems into
Salesforce? (Choose three.) 

A. Analyze each system\\'s data model and perform gap analysis 

B. Create new fields to store additional values from all of the systems 

C. Install a third-party AppExchange tool to handle the merger 

D. Utilize an ETL tool to migrate, transform, and deduplicate data 

E. Work with stakeholders to define record and field survivorship rules 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 5

US is implementing salesforce and will be using salesforce to track customer complaints, provide white papers on
products and provide subscription (Fee) ?based support. Which license type will US users need to fulfil US\\'s
requirements? 

A. Lightning platform starter license. 

B. Service cloud license. 

C. Salesforce license. 

D. Sales cloud license 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal Container (UC) has accumulated data over years and has never deleted data from its Salesforce org. UC is
now exceeding the storage allocations in the org. UC is now looking for option to delete unused from the org. Which
three recommendations should a data architect make is order to reduce the number of records from the org? Choose 3
answers 

A. Use hard delete in Bulk API to permanently delete records from Salesforce. 

B. Use hard delete in batch Apex to permanently delete records from Salesforce. 
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C. Identify records in objects that have not been modified or used In last 3 years. 

D. Use Rest API to permanently delete records from the Salesforce org. 

E. Archive the records in enterprise data warehouse (EDW) before deleting from Salesforce. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal Containers (UC) has a multi-level master-detail relationship for opportunities, a custom opportunity line item
object, and a custom discount request. UC has opportunity as master and custom line item object as detail in master-
detail relationship. UC also has a custom line item object as master and a custom discount request object as detail in
another master-detail relationship. UC has a requirement to show all sums of discounts across line items at an
opportunity level. What is the recommended solution to address these requirements? 

A. Use roll-up for the line-item-level summary and a trigger for the opportunity amount summary, as only one level roll-
up is allowed. 

B. Update the master-detail relationships to lookup relationships in order to allow the discount amount to roll up. 

C. Remove the master-detail relationships and rely completely on workflow/triggers to summarize the discount amount. 

D. Roll-up discount request amount at the line-item-level and line-item-level summary discount at the opportunity level. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers (UC) is transitioning from Classic to Lightning Experience. What does UC need to do to ensure
users have access to its notices and attachments in Lightning Experience? 

A. Add Notes and Attachments Related List to page Layout in Lighting Experience. 

B. Manually upload Notes in Lighting Experience. 

C. Migrate Notes and Attachment to Enhanced Notes and Files a migration tool 

D. Manually upload Attachments in Lighting Experience. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Get Cloudy Consulting uses Salesforce for tracking opportunities (Opportunity) and currently has the following
environment: 

1. 

An internal ERP system is in place for tracking services and invoicing. 
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2. 

The ERP system supports SOAP API and CData for bi-directional integration between Salesforce and the ERP system. 

3. 

950,000 opportunities exist; for each opportunity, the company sends one invoice per month during a 12-month period. 

Get Cloudy Consulting sales reps must view current invoice status and invoice amount from the opportunity page. 

When creating an object to model invoices, what should the Architect suggest, considering performance and data
storage space? 

A. Create an external object Invoice_x with a Lookup relationship with Opportunity. 

B. Create a custom object Invoice_c with a Lookup relationship with Opportunity. 

C. Retrieve the current status from the ERP by using Streaming API, and display on the Opportunity page. 

D. Create a custom object Invoice_c with a master-detail relationship with Opportunity. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers is preparing to implement Sales Cloud and would like its users to have Read Only access to an
Account record if they have access to its child Opportunity record. 

How would a data architect implement this sharing requirement between objects? 

A. Create a criteria-based sharing rule. 

B. Implicit sharing will automatically handle with standard functionality. 

C. Add appropriate users to the account team. 

D. Create an owner-based sharing rule. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=faq_record_access.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 11

Universal Container is Implementing salesforce and needs to migrate data from two legacy systems. UC would like to
clean and duplicate data before migrate to Salesforce. Which solution should a data architect recommend a clean
migration? 

A. Define external IDs for an object, migrate second database to first database, and load into Salesforce. 

B. Define duplicate rules in Salesforce, and load data into Salesforce from both databases. 
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C. Set up staging data base, and define external IDs to merge, clean duplicate data, and load into Salesforce. 

D. Define external IDs for an object, Insert data from one database, and use upsert for a second database 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers (UC) has one Salesforce org (Org A) and recently acquired a secondary company with its own
Salesforce org (Org B). UC has decided to keep the orgs running separately, but would like to bidirectionally share
Opportunities between orgs in near-real time. 

Which three options should a data architect recommend to share data between Org A and Org B? (Choose three.) 

A. Leverage Heroku Connect and Heroku Postgres to bidirectionally sync Opportunities. 

B. Install a 3rd party AppExchange tool to handle the data sharing 

C. Develop an Apex class that pushes opportunity data between orgs daily via the Apex schedule. 

D. Leverage middleware tools to bidirectionally send Opportunity data across orgs. 

E. Use Salesforce Connect and the cross-org adapter to visualize Opportunities into external objects 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Universal Containers (UC) has a custom discount request object set as a detail object with a custom product object as
the master. There is a requirement to allow the creation of generic discount requests without the custom product object
as its master record. What solution should an Architect recommend to UC? 

A. Mandate the selection of a custom product for each discount request. 

B. Create a placeholder product record for the generic discount request. 

C. Remove the master-detail relationship and keep the objects separate. 

D. Change the master-detail relationship to a lookup relationship. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

A company has 12 million records, and a nightly integration queries these records. 

Which two areas should a Data Architect investigate during troubleshooting if queries are timing out? (Choose two.) 

A. Make sure the query doesn\\'t contain NULL in any filter criteria. 
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B. Create a formula field instead of having multiple filter criteria. 

C. Create custom indexes on the fields used in the filter criteria. 

D. Modify the integration users\\' profile to have View All Data. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has a variety of customers that include householder, businesses, and 

individuals. 

The following conditions exist within its system: 

NTO has a total of five million customers. 

Duplicate records exist, which is replicated across many systems, including Salesforce. Given these 

conditions, there is a lack of consistent presentation and clear identification of a customer record. 

Which three option should a data architect perform to resolve the issues with the customer data? 

A. Create a unique global customer ID for each customer and store that in all system for referential identity. 

B. Use Salesforce CDC to sync customer data cross all systems to keep customer record in sync. 

C. Invest in data duplicate tool to de-dupe and merge duplicate records across all systems. 

D. Duplicate customer records across the system and provide a two-way sync of data between the systems. 

E. Create a customer master database external to Salesforce as a system of truth and sync the customer data with all
systems. 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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